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Ancient Wisdom, Modern Life
Dr. Michael Mamas

Dr. Michael Mamas is the spiritual leader and visionary of Mount
Soma. He brings out ancient Vedic Knowledge, the Knowledge at the
base of all religions, in modern terms. Dr. Mamas is also the protector
of the Knowledge, making sure Knowledge is brought out in its purity.
Michael Mamas began his Eastern studies at age 21 with his beloved
Guru, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the embodiment of Vedic Wisdom
in the eternal tradition of Vedic Masters. Soon after, he awakened to
the Knowledge and spent a decade living a monastic life. He has been
teaching internationally for over 35 years.
His Western education includes a Doctorate in Veterinary Medicine, a
Master of Business Administration, and a double major in undergraduate
honors Math and Physics. From the wisdom and knowledge he gained,
Dr. Mamas derived a profound and practical approach to personal
evolution and health, one that transcends both traditional and alternative
methods.

Michael Mamas is the author of a variety of books, including The Golden Frog (a novel), Unconditioned Spirit
(book with home study course), Look Deeper Live Better, The Relationship Sutras, The Dharma Sutras, and Lily’s
Magic Garden (a children’s book).
Dr. Mamas talks about Vedic Knowledge in a way that makes sense to the younger generations and modern
mentality. He merges Eastern and Western thought, unites science with spirituality, and helps people experience
the meaning of his words within the depth of their own being.
Michael Mamas’ daily awareness is on the world and bringing peace and harmony to it. He is the embodiment
of Divinity, the embodiment of Knowledge. It is his mission in life to bring this Divine Knowledge forth and
transform global consciousness through Mount Soma.
Michael Mamas is one of the rare individuals of our time who exemplifies true universal wisdom and has the ability
and willingness to relate this subtle knowledge to the world.

Awards and Titles
1. “Brahmarshi” (One who knows Brahma and whose physiology has a nature to be with the Knowledge of Veda.)
by Bhrigu nadi; January, 2003; and by Vedic Pandits, Jyotishi & Pandit Sanjay Rath, and Eastern and Western
devotees; May 16, 2011.
2. “Adhyatma Vidhya Visharad” (Master of the Highest Spiritual Knowledge, the deepest awakening of the Self)
from Bhagavan Yagnyavalkya Ved Tatavagyan Yogashram, the Sanskrit College at the University of Gujarat,
India; January, 2007. (The only Westerner to ever receive this award.)
3. “Maharshi” (Great seer and one with the gift of being able to reveal that Knowledge to others) by Sthapatis,
shilpis, and various Indian Sri Somesvara devotees; May 10, 2011.
4. “Yogi in Adhyatmika Vidya (spiritual knowledge) and a Master” by Sree Samavedam Shanmukha Sarma;
August, 2014.
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